
• COPs/LOPs
• Buttons
• Lanterns

• Inspection boxes
• Cabling solutions
• Door headers

• Integrated solutions for elevators
• Elevator and escalator drives
• Door controllers
• MR & MRL E-Package solutions

Monarch BST Overview 

World-leading supplier of elevator control solutions 



About Monarch
Monarch, founded in 2003, specialises in elevator 
controllers and gearless drive technology. The company 
pioneered the concept of integrated solutions that 
combine an elevator controller with the drive in a single 
package. Monarch’s product portfolio includes a range 
of open and closed loop integrated elevator controllers 
such as NICE3000+, NICE1000+ and NICE100+; as well 
as the NICE900 integrated door operator controller. 
Additional products include a range of open and closed 
loop elevator and escalator drives: MD380L, ME320LN 
and WISE310. As of 2019, the company has an installed 
base of >2,000,000 NICE integrated solutions.

About BST
Shanghai BST (BST), founded in 1998, is comprised 
of three business platforms: electrical components, 
door systems and cables. The company is one of the 
world’s largest suppliers of electrical components for 
elevators and has customers in over 83 countries. BST’s 
offering includes buttons and HMIs, inspection boxes, 
mechanical door headers and cabling solutions, as 
well as a wide range of engineering and maintenance 
services. In 2019, BST was acquired by Inovance and 
merged with Monarch to form a comprehensive elevator 
business platform.

Market-focused R&D
Inovance’s R&D teams work closely with customers, and 
are always challenged to deliver on the latest market 
requirements

Between them, Monarch and BST invest around 11% of 
revenue in R&D, which is well above average for companies 
in the elevator industry. As a result of this, Inovance’s 
elevator business platform has highly advanced R&D 
capabilities. Inovance’s R&D engineers are organised 
to focus on three areas: core technologies, product 
development, and applications. Meanwhile, BST brings 
strong design values to the Inovance group and maintains 
a skilled aesthetics design team because many of its 
products, such as elevator keypads, are seen and used 
by passengers in every elevator they are installed in. The 
Inovance group uses a uniquely rigorous engineering 
process that incorporates advanced design modelling, 
performance analysis and quality assurance techniques. 
R&D teams carry out significant integrity testing of all 
technologies in-house. 

Inovance has invested heavily in a worldwide R&D network 
and maintains extensive research facilities around the 
world, including in China, Germany, Italy and India. This 
R&D network is used to ensure that elevator products are 
always implemented and adapted in a way that meets the 
needs of local markets.
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Monarch BST manufacturing facilities

Monarch’s elevator test tower
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World-class manufacturing
Monarch’s advanced global manufacturing facility 
is ISO 9001 certified, while BST’s facilities are ISO 
9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified. Inovance 
implements continuous improvement principles across 
its manufacturing facilities in order to achieve world-
class standards. All Monarch and BST factories are highly 
automated and make use of the latest industrial robots 
and cobots. Regular automation assessments and 
upgrades ensure that the most efficient manufacturing 
processes are always in place. Additionally, rigorous 
inspection techniques such as solder paste inspection, 
automated optical inspection, furnace temperature 
inspection, in-circuit testing and functional testing of the 
finished assembly ensure world-class quality. 

International Certifications
Inovance’s products comply with all major international 
safety certifications and standards, such as CE. The 
company works with various elevator safety bodies for Type 
Test certifications. Meanwhile, Inovance’s R&D teams work 
with all leading international testing bodies such as TÜV 
SÜD and TÜV Rheinland for functional safety. The company 
is accredited under the Customer Testing Facility (CTF) 
program run by TÜV Rheinland, as well as the Acceptance 
of Client Testing (ACT) program run by TÜV Süd.

EN12015 ISO 9001 OHSAS 18001 
EN12016 ISO 14001 

Advanced Inovance manufacturing line

Robotic manufacturing cell from one of Inovance’s highly automated 
manufacturing lines

SMT lines at Inovance’s factory



Monarch BST products

NICE3000+ EN 81-20 compliant NICE3000+ standard version

NICE Integrated Solutions for elevators
Engineered for Safety - EN 81 compliant
NICE Integrated Solutions are an all-in-one controller 
and drive concept from Monarch, designed for reduced 
cost and enhanced safety and reliability.

Elevator and escalator drives 
Monarch offers a range of open and closed loop drives 
that have been designed for smooth, efficient elevator 
and escalator operations.

 Door controllers
EN 81 compliant
Monarch’s NICE900 is a variable frequency drive 
tailored for elevator doors. It offers a compact design, 
and excellent performance due to advanced vector 
control technology.

     COPs/LOPs and buttons
BST offers a full range of ergonomic 
elevator HMIs, from mechanical 
buttons to touchscreen pads with 
voice annunciation. 

 Door products
A family of elevator door products, including  headers, 
inverters, motors, skates and locks, is available from BST. 
All door headers are compliant with all major European 
and Chinese standards.

Inspection boxes
BST offers a wide range of 
robust, high-quality, easy-
install inspection consoles.

Cables and wiring 
harnesses
A range of low smoke halogen 
free (LSHF) cables is also available 
from BST, including travelling 
cables, control cables, single core 
cables and wiring harnesses.
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COP

LOP
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Complete elevator control solution
Monarch and BST offer a full range of electrical components for elevator 
control.

MRL Cabinet 
NICE Series

EN81-20

MRL Operating Panel 
Landing Floor 

Push Buttons

Inspection Box

Hall Lantern

COP

Display

Complete Door System 
EN81-20/50 E120/EI120

Cable Assembly 
& Cable Harness

LOP

MRL E-Package
EN81-20/50

Contactorless               

Door Controller
EN81-20 Compliant

Door Nudging
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We Pioneered NICE Integrated Solutions for Elevators
>2,000,000 Installations Worldwide

For other country distributors, contact the Hong Kong export office.

Forward, Always Progressing

International Offices
Germany-Stuttgart
Tel: +49 (0) 7144 8990
sales@powerautomation.com
www.powerautomation.com

Italy-Milano
Tel: +39 (0) 2268 22318
info@inova-automation.it

France-Bordeaux
Tel: +33 (0) 5594 01050
pa.france@powerautomation.com

Turkey-Istanbul
Tel: +90 (0) 21 6706 1789
info.turkey@inova-automation.com

Hong Kong SAR (export office)
Tel: +852 2751 6080
info@inova-automation.com

South Korea-Seoul
Tel: +82 (0) 10 7428 5732
info@inova-automation.com

India 
Head Office Chennai 
Tel: +91 (0) 44 4380 0201
Ahmedabad 
Tel: +91 (0) 79 4003 4274
Mumbai Tel: +91 (0) 22 4971 5883 
Delhi Tel:  +91 (0) 11 4165 4524 
Sales Network in Kolkata, Bengaluru, 
Coimbatore, Hyderabad, Pune
info.inovaindia@inova-automation.com
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Inovance Technology Companies
Shenzhen Inovance Technology Co. Ltd.
Suzhou Inovance Technology Co. Ltd.
Suzhou Monarch Control Technology Co. Ltd.
Shanghai BST Electric Co. Ltd.

 - Tel:+86 21 6822 1520
 - export@shbst.com

Inovance Technology
www.inovance.com


